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By Bobby Clampett, Andy Brumer : The Impact Zone: Mastering Golf's Moment of Truth  at the transition 
between the back and downswings there is a point in time and space that sets the tone for the coup de grace of the golf 
swing namely impact that now you can effortlessly and dramatically improve every aspect of your golf game and 
begin shooting the lowest scores of your life using golf psychology The Impact Zone: Mastering Golf's Moment of 
Truth: 

5 of 5 review helpful One of the top 5 out of dozens of Golf Swing Books I ve Read By Allen Had great impact on my 
actual swing methods Described the impact zone in a way that I could feel and visualize in my real swing and feeling 
is the key to an athletic movement Dramatically changed my practice technique and allowed me to quickly zero in on 
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the overall best swing mechanics for me Regarding overa Bobby Clampett is one of the most knowledgeable golfing 
minds in the game Tom Lehman 1996 British Open Champion 2006 U S Ryder Cup team captainImpact has long been 
called golf s moment of truth and great golfers have spent countless hours working on their swings trying to upgrade 
their impact dynamics as the golf club approaches contacts then swings through the ball For the first time with The 
Impact Zone golfers will have a book that ldquo I had played many times against Bobby on the PGA Tour and was 
always impressed with his in depth approach to the golf swing But after working with him at CBS for several years I 
have come to understand why The Impact Zone will reveal to the g 
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game and begin shooting the lowest scores of your life using golf psychology 
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